
The Kinský
Riding Hall 

Kinský dal Borgo

Here each event is a RIDE! 
      
We believe that there are traditions that are worth continuing. And that there are never enough places for meetings, celebrations, 
cultural or social events of all kinds. When Count Oktavián Kinský had the Liverpool Hotel built in Chlumec nad Cidlinou in 1878, 
it quickly became a vibrant center for entertainment, cultural and social experiences in the wider area. However, under the previous 
regime, the once magnificent halls were filled with sacks of grain, the rooms became warehouses, and its glory was irretrievably extin-
guished.
However, we have not forgotten the legacy and vision of our ancestor. Thanks to a challenging reconstruction, we have transformed 
the historic buildings of the former Kinský riding hall in the castle grounds into a multifunctional space of the 21st century, perfect 
for any event. The time has come to return this representative and historic place to its former glory. It‘s going to be a RIDE. The Kinský 
riding Hall.
The complete reconstruction of this building between 2020 and 2022 has made it possible to offer these spaces to the public and at the same 
time create a new exhibition. Part of the Riding hall serves as an exhibition, which maps the birth and rise to fame of the local breeding gem 
– the Kinský Horse. At the same time, multifunctional and exhibition spaces work simultaneously and create a bridge between history, living 
culture and society.
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The Kinský Riding Hall
The Kinský Riding Hall is especially suited for various cultural, social or private events. Its strategic location in the 
center of Chlumec nad Cidlinou, the beauty of the castle park and the surrounding architecturally unique historic 

buildings offer a unique genius loci. We offer spaces for rent with our own equipment and facilities. Other suppliers 
can be negotiated individually by the client. We are also happy to help and recommend our proven professionals. In 

the field of catering services, we primarily cooperate with Zámecký catering. In the case of wedding celebrations at 
the Kinský riding Hall, we offer the possibility of a ceremony inside the castle or in the castle park.

We can also cater for smaller training sessions and on-site meetings for multinational companies.
Feel free to contact us with your ideas! 

Capacity

Equipment for events

Barrier-free Free parking Wi-fi Air conditioning Darkening

Additional services on request

Catering Projection and sound 
equipment

Decoration Accompanying
program

Stage

Suitable for

Gala evenings, balls, 
banquets

Meetings

ConferencesCorporate 
events

WeddingsFamily 
celebrations

Theater, concert,
exhibition

Teambuildings, 
trainings
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